Three-dimensional Finite Element Simulation Analysis for Bridge-type Inverted Siphon Structure
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Abstract—Bridge-type inverted siphon is located at Yangdong reservoir in the Zixing county, Hunan province, its controlled basin area is 31000 mu. Inverted siphon pipe is single round pipe, inner diameter is 1.0 m, wall thickness is 0.21 m, adopts reinforced concrete structure. This paper uses universal finite element software to analyse bridge-type inverted siphon, and research stress and deformation distribution of inverted siphon during construction and operation period. Research results further verify rationality and safety of design scheme, can reliable reference basis for design and construction of inverted siphon structure. Research shows that stress of bridge type inverted siphon is small, through reinforcement can meet design needs and strength requirement. Displacement of inverted siphon structure is small, can satisfy stiffness requirement. Analysis shows that inverted siphon structure is reasonable, safe and reliable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bridge-type inverted siphon is located at Yangdong reservoir in the Zixing county, Hunan province, its controlled basin area is 31000 mu. Its design discharge is 3.0 m3/s, velocity is 3.82 m/s, minimum head is 45.5 m, design head is 51.31 m, head loss is 5.0 m, total length is 405 m[1]. Inverted siphon pipe is single round pipe, inner diameter is 1.0 m, wall thickness is 0.21 m, adopts reinforced concrete structure, concrete strength grade is C25, reinforced strength grade is II. Core pipe of bridge-type inverted siphon adopts steel wire mesh cement precast thin-wall pipe, external pipe adopts prestressed screw steel hoop, protective layer adopts steel wire mesh and cement, length of each pipe is 3 m[2].

II. STRUCTURE STRESS CALCULATION

A Model Parameters.

Concrete strength grade of inverted siphon pipe is C25, elastic modulus of concrete is 28 GPa[3], poisson's ratio of concrete is 0.167, bulk density is 24 kN/m3.

Concrete strength grade of bent is C15, elastic modulus of concrete is 22 GPa, poisson's ratio of concrete is 0.167[4], bulk density is 24 kN/m3.

B Element Selection and Model Size.

Concrete arch dam and the bedrock structure are simulated by using eight node isoparametric brick element, the element with 8 nodes is used in the 3 d model of the entity structure[5-6]. Reinforced concrete pipe adopts integral reinforcement model, through define reinforcement ratio in different direction to simulate reinforcement effect[7-8]. Total length of inverted siphon is 405 m, total length of bridge-type inverted siphon is 120 m, 8 spans, each span is 15 m. When establishing structural finite element calculation model for inverted siphon, simulates pipe section of inverted siphon across the river mainly, head of this pipe section is maximum[9]. Calculation model of inverted siphon structure shows in the Fig.1.
C Calculation Cases.

In the stress analysis of bridge-type inverted siphon project, mainly consider the following 3 kinds of calculation cases[10]: case 1, dead weight (construction case); case 2, dead weight and minimum head (operation case); case 3, dead weight and design head (operation case).

III. STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

A Stress Analysis.

To calculate stress distribution results under different cases, the first principal stress nephogram and longitudinal stress nephogram of inverted siphon under different cases show in from Fig. 2 to Fig. 7.
Figure 6. The first principal stress nephogram of inverted siphon under case 3 (Pa)

Figure 7. Longitudinal stress nephogram of inverted siphon under case 3 (Pa)

As can be seen from Fig .2 to Fig .7, under different cases, maximum stress of inverted siphon mainly appears in the middle section of inverted siphon, which is mainly under the effect of dead weight and water pressure, inverted siphon has vertical bending, bending moment at mid-span is the largest and produces large tensile stress. Stress concentration phenomenon appears in the junction of bent and arch, stress value is on the high side.

B  Deformation Analysis.

To calculate deformation distribution results under different cases, vertical displacement nephogram of inverted siphon under different cases shows in from Fig .8 to Fig .10.

Figure 8. Vertical displacement nephogram of inverted siphon under case 1 (m)

Figure 9. Vertical displacement nephogram of inverted siphon under case 2 (m)
As can be seen from Fig.8 to Fig.10, under the effect of dead weight and water pressure, maximum vertical displacement of inverted siphon mainly appears in the middle section of inverted siphon, under case 1, maximum vertical displacement of inverted siphon is 1.18 mm, under case 2, maximum vertical displacement of inverted siphon is 1.23 mm, under case 3, maximum vertical displacement of inverted siphon is 1.24 mm.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, stress of bridge type inverted siphon is small, through reinforcement can meet design needs and strength requirement. Displacement of inverted siphon structure is small, can satisfy stiffness requirement. Analysis shows that inverted siphon structure is reasonable, safe and reliable.
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